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Non-profit founded in 2004, operating globally

Mission to open up all, essential, public interest information 
and see it used to create insight that drives positive change



The Problem



Goal: Reduce “time to insight”

BUT

Friction in
getting, using & sharing data

is in the way



Goal: Eliminating Friction



The Analogy: Logistics
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Many sources of friction

Data is … 
● Hard to discover or find.
● Not open - access is restricted, or charged for.
● Structure is poor and/or needs significant manipulation to be usable so even 

when you do find data, it is usually a manual process to connect it with your 
tool.

● No standardized schema and different data sources are hard to compare or 
integrate

● Integration with existing tooling is poor or non-existent so, for example, 
extensive time must be spent manually transferring data from one tool to 
another
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Narrow Focus:
Onloading / Offloading
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A Solution:
Containerization



Cargo loading ~1955
Manual, Slow, Costly

(and Dangerous)



Containerization



The impact of containerisation

year,       vessel,                                loadingCostPerTon

1956,    SS Ideal-X,                       0.16

1956,    medium break-bulk,  5.86

year,      tonsPerManHour,     hoursInPort

1959,   0.627,                             504

1976,   4234,                              18



Data is Shipping Pre-
Containerization



Data Packages
http://data.okfn.org



Standards

- Standards (a few, simple ones)
- Tools (primarily for integration)

- Documentation
- Datasets

Data 
Containerization

http://www.flickr.com/photos/photohome_uk/1494590209/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/photohome_uk/1494590209/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/photohome_uk/1494590209/


Simplicity

datapackage.json

{
  "name": "gold-prices",
  "title": "Gold Prices (Monthly in USD)",
  "resources": [{
    "path": "data.csv",
    "format": "csv",
  }],
}



Key Principles
1. Narrow Focus

One (small) part of the data chain.

2. Web Oriented
Build for the web. Use formats that are web "native" (JSON) and work naturally 

with HTTP (e.g. CSV streaming, CSV plain text nature).

3. User Focused / Existing Tools
Work as easily as possible with existing tools. E.g. everyone has tools to use CSV 

and its supported by almost every language.

4. Open
Anyone should be able to freely and openly use and reuse what we build. Our 

community is open to everyone.

5. Simplicity
Use most basic formats. Add the minimum, do the least needed. Reflected in all of 

the above.



3 minor "innovations"
- In formats - data package, tabular data package (both based heavily on pre-
existing approaches e.g. CommonJS, DublinCore)
- In process - packaging as a distinct step
- Of approach - stick closely to existing tooling - prioritize integration



Specialization

Data Package

↑
Tabular Data 

Package



[Tabular]
Data Packages





The best slides may have little or no text at all

Tabular Data 
Package

CSV

datapackage.json

- metadata
- csv schema



It’s about the tools,
stupid!



Tools
● Publish and manage data packages

○ Online services and offline libraries to get, create, 
manipulate and share data packages

● Data package support in existing tooling
○ Spreadsheets - Excel, Google Docs …
○ DaaS - SQL, BigQuery, Redshift, …
○ End-user tools - R, MatLab, … 
○ Code: Python, Ruby, Java, … 



http://datapackagist.okfnlabs.org/ 

http://datapackagist.okfnlabs.org/
http://datapackagist.okfnlabs.org/


http://datapackagist.okfnlabs.org/ 

http://goodtables.okfnlabs.org/
http://goodtables.okfnlabs.org/
http://goodtables.okfnlabs.org/




Conclusion



Conclusion
● Containerization analogy

○ Generic across disciplines
○ Focused
○ Simple

● Data Package and Tabular Data Package more

○ Zen-like Simplicity

○ User and tool obsessed

● Mature, based on existing e.g. software patterns

○ Rapidly growing set of tools

○ Integration is key

● Active community

○ And we are looking for research groups to collaborate with on further 

pilots



Appendix



3 minor "innovations"
- In formats - data package, tabular data package (both based heavily on pre-
existing approaches e.g. CommonJS, DublinCore)
- In process - packaging as a distinct step
- Of approach - stick closely to existing tooling - prioritize integration



Standards

- Standards (a few, simple ones)
- Tools (primarily for integration)

- Documentation
- Datasets

“Standards”

Data Containerization

Connect different 
tools with a 

lightweight common 
interchange format

http://www.flickr.com/photos/photohome_uk/1494590209/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/photohome_uk/1494590209/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/photohome_uk/1494590209/


Standards

- Standards (a few, simple ones)
- Tools (primarily for integration)

- Documentation
- Datasets

3 minor "innovations"
- In formats - data package, tabular data package (both based heavily on pre-
existing approaches e.g. CommonJS, DublinCore)
- In process - packaging as a distinct step
- Of approach - stick closely to existing tooling - prioritize integration



Data Package “Standards”

Data package: minimal wrapping, agnostic about the data its "packaging", designed 
for extension. Very flexible: can be used as a transport for any kind of data BUT 
limits integration and tooling. http://data.okfn.org/standards/data-package/

Tabular Data Package: tabular data only. Extends data package but requires data 
to be "good" CSVs & provides schema in simple JSON structure. http://data.okfn.
org/doc/tabular-data-package/

http://data.okfn.org/standards/data-package/
http://data.okfn.org/doc/tabular-data-package/
http://data.okfn.org/doc/tabular-data-package/
http://data.okfn.org/doc/tabular-data-package/


Tools
http://data.okfn.org/tools/

● Publish and manage data packages
○ Online services and offline libraries to get, create, 

manipulate and share data packages

● Data package support in existing tooling
○ Spreadsheets - Excel, Google Docs …
○ DaaS - BigQuery, Redshift, …
○ End-user tools - R, Tableau, … 
○ Code: Python, Ruby, Java, … 

http://data.okfn.org/tools/
http://data.okfn.org/tools/


Key Principles
1. Narrow Focus

One (small) part of the data chain. One specific feature (packaging) or type of data 
(simple tabular)

2. Web Oriented
Build for the web. Use formats that are web "native" (JSON) and work naturally 

with HTTP (e.g. CSV streaming, CSV plain text nature). Distributed not 
centralized.

3. Existing Tools
Work as easily as possible with existing tools. E.g. everyone has tools to use CSV 

and its supported by almost every language.

4. Minimal, Clean, Sufficient Structure
Only most essential metadata (but allow for extensibility). Schema information. 
No blank lines at the top of the table, no footnotes inlined in rows at the bottom.

5. Simplicity
Use most basic formats. Add the minimum, do the least needed. Reflected in all of 

the above.




